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ON CAUCHY-KOWALEWSKAJA TYPE THEOREMUNDER LEDNEV'S GENERALIZED ANDMAXIMALLY GENERALIZED CONDITIONS
AbstractLednev's modernized (generalized) condition under which the author estab-lishes the Cauchy-Kowalewskaja's generalized theorem and correspondingly theLednev's modernized (generalized) theorem is given in the paper.

The suggested results continue the well-known results on the existence of solutionof analytic systems obtained by Kowalewskaja S.W. [1] and Ch. Riquier and Frenchmathematical school [2] and also results of Lednev N.A. (Moscow) [3].The given theme is closely connected with solvability of Cauchy's problem forsystems of Cauchy-Kowalewskaja type, and this research area is of interest from thepoint of view of determination of systems of possibly more general class for whichCauchy-Kowalewskaja theorem in classical form is valid, i.e, without additional as-sumptions.
I. Statement of Cauchy's problem.

1. Consider the system of di�erential equations of the form
@!i1+:::+!inzi@x!i11 :::@x!inn = Fi�x1; :::; xn; zj ; @!1+:::+!nzi@x!11 :::@x!nn

� ; i; j; k = 1; r: (1)0
De�nition 1. All independent variables, which are contained in the left-hand

sides of system (1)0 are called left variables of di�erentiation. The rest of variables
are called right variables of di�erentiation.Without loss of generality we assume that the �rst m;m � n; variables x1; :::; xnare left ones, and the others xm+1; :::; xn are right ones.We'll consider system (1)0 or if we rewrite (1)0 subject to the left and rightvariables, then we consider the following system

@!i1+:::+!imzi@x!i11 :::@x!imm = Fi�x1; :::; xn; zj ; @!1+:::+!nzk@x!11 :::@x!nn
� ; (1)

de�ned by two conditions:1) for each of derivatives
z(k)!1;:::;!n = @!1+:::+!nzk@x!11 :::@x!nn (2)0

contained in function Fi the following inequality holdsnX
v=1!v � mX

v=1!kv; m � n; !kv � 0;
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moreover, none of derivatives in the left-hand sides of the system are contained inany of functions Fi;2) functions Fi are de�ned and analytic in the neighbourhood G of the point�P = (a� ; bk; b(k)!1 ; :::; !n); bk; b(k)! are values of functions zk and their derivatives z(k)!at the point (a�) = (a1; :::; an). G -domain of functions Fi is assumed to be real withrespect to arguments x�(� = 1; n) and real or complex (depending on the statementof a problem) with respect to the arguments of the form zk; z(k)!1;:::;!n .(In the last case one can suppose that Fi(i = 1; r) is analytic with respect to thearguments x�(� = 1; n) and it has continuous partial derivative with respect to thearguments zk; z(k)!1;:::;!n).2. For every pair of indices (i; �), for which !i� 6= 0 we take !i� number ofarbitrary functions from x:

'(0)i� (x); '(1)i� (x); :::; '(!i��1)i� (x);
and construct corresponding r matrices (schemes)

Ai(x) =
0BBB@

'(0)i1 (x); '(1)i1 (x); :::; '(!i1�1)i1 (x)'(0)i2 (x); '(1)i2 (x); :::; '(!i2�1)i2 (x)::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::'(0)im(x); '(1)im(x); :::; '(!im�1)im (x):

1CCCA (2)
We say that1 set (2) of matrices Ai is called integral element at the point �P ofa system of equations, (1) if functions '(!)i� (x) satisfy the following requirements:a) they are de�ned and analytic in some neighbourhood of the point �P , moreover,for every �xed set of values of indices i; �; ! the function '(!)i� (x) is independent ofx� ; b) in the neighbourhood of the point �P the following relations hold(@�'(!)i� (x)@x��

)
x�=a� =

(@!'(�)i� (x)@x!�
)

x�=a� ;�i = 1; r; � = 1;m; ! = 0; !i� � 1; � = 0; !i� � 1� ;
where indices i; �; �; !; � independently of one another possess only those of men-tioned values, for which !i� > 0; !�� > 0;

c) at the point �P the functions '(!)i� (x) satisfy the relations
@!1+:::+!n'(!)i� (x)@x!11 :::@x!nn = b(i)!1 :::!��1!!�+1:::!n;

where !� = 0 in the left-hand side and indices i; �; �; !; !�(� 6= �) take on alladmissible values de�ned by the point �P .1We adhere the terminology of the paper [3].
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Let (2) be some integral element at the point �P of system (I)0 and

zi = zi(x) (i = 1; r) (3)
be some analytic (in the neighbourhood of the point �P ) integral of this system.We say that integral (3) at the point �P passes through integral element (2) ifthe following relations are ful�lled:�@!zi(x)@x!�

�
x�=a� = '(!)i� (x);

(i = 1; r; � = 1;m; ! = 0; !i� � 1): (3)0
We call the generalized Cauchy problem for system of di�erential equations (1)0the problem of de�ning analytic integral (3)

z(x) = (z1(x); z2(x); :::; zr(x))
of this system passing through the given integral element (2) at the given point �P

II. Generalized characteristic matrices and functions.
Consider a set of all derivatives, called higher derivatives,

z(k)!1;:::;!n
 nX
�=1!� = mX

�=1!k�
! ; (4)

contained in Fi for �xed i and k.For (1)0 suppose
Aik =X(!)

����� @Fi( �P )@z(k)!1;:::;!n
�!11 :::�!nn�!k11 :::�!knn

����� : (5)
De�nition 2. Quadratic matrix (5) of the r -th order

A �P (�) = (Aik(�))
is called a generalized characteristic matrix at the point �P of system (1)0 and its
characteristic roots x(�)�P (�) (� = 1; r)
are called characteristic functions of the characteristic matrix at the point �P of
system (1)0, if at each element Aik of the matrix A �P (�) vector ! = (!1; :::; !n) run
only those values from (4), which correspond to derivatives only with respect to the
left variables of di�erentiation, i.e., when !m+1 = !m+2 = ::: = !n = 0 in (4).In other words, for system (1) and (1)0 we can write

A�ik =X(!)
����� @Fi( �P )@z(k)!1:::!n

�!11 :::�!mm�!k1 :::�!kmm
����� ; (5)0
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where !1; :::; !m correspond to the left variables of di�erentiation and de�nition 2,z(k)!1 :::z(k)!1::::!m0:::0.Similar to de�nition of right variables of di�erentiation we introduce de�nitionof corresponding eigen left variables of di�erentiation for every unknown functionzi. Conditions of the form (5) : : : (5)0, when at each element Aik of the matrix A �P (�)vector ! = (!1; :::; !n) runs only those values (4), which are corresponding eigen leftvariables of di�erentiation for every zi, are called Lednev's maximally generalizedconditions. Morewer, ����(�)~p (�)��� < 1 (�)at least for one system of values �.

III. Generalized existence theorem.
Theorem 1. (Lednev's type)
Let Ai(x) = �'(!)i� (x)� �i = 1; r� (6)

be arbitrary integral element of system (1) or (1)0 at the point �P and x(�)�P (�)(� = 1; r) be characteristic functions of generalized characteristic matrix of this
system at the same point. Then if at least for one set of positive values of variables�1; �2; :::; �m (or they can take on some complex values) the following inequality holds���x(�)�P (�)��� < 1 (� = 1; r)
(generalized Lednev's condition), then in some neighbourhood of the point �P there
exists a unique analytic integral

zi = zi(x) (i = 1; r)
of system (1) or (1)0; passing at the point �P though integral element (2).Corollary 1. (Classical generalization of Cauchy-Kowalevskaja theorem)

Theorem of Cauchy-Kowalewskaja type is valid for systems (1) or (1)0, whose
right-hand sides of equations Fi(i = 1; r) don't contain higher order zj(j = 1; r)
derivatives of unknown functions j�j j =P� !j� only with respect to left variables of

di�erentiation, i.e., for analytic system and analytic initial conditions, generalized
Cauchy's problem (or Cauchy type problem) for described system (1) or (1)0 there
exists a unique analytic solution.Theorem 2. (Maximally generalized Lednev's type theorem)

Let Ai(x) = ('(!)i� (x)) (i = 1; r) be arbitrary integral element of system (1) or(1)0 at the point �P , and x(�)�P (�) (� = 1; r) be characteristic functions of maximally
generalized characteristic matrix of this system at the same point.

Then if for at least one set of values of the variables f�i1; :::; �im(i)g (positive or
they can posses some complex values) inequalities (�) (maximally generalized Led-
nev's conditions), then in some neighbourhood there exists a unique analytic integral

zi = zi(x) (i = 1; r)
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of system (1) or (1)0; passing at the point �P through integral element (2).

See proof of theorem 1,2 by Lednev's type method in [7,8].Corollary 2. (Classic maximally generalized Cauchy-Kowalewskaja theorem)
For hte system of equations (1) or (1)0 that don't contain at the right hand sidesFi; i = 1; r the derivatives from the unknown functions zj �j = 1; r� of correspondinghigher order j�j j only on eigen left variables of di�erentiation, Cauchy-Kowalewskajatype theorem is valid: i.e. for analytic system and analytic initial data at generalized

Cauchy's problem [3] (or Cauchy type problem [6,8]) for described system (1) or (1)0
there exists a unique analytic solution.

IV. Another approach to Cauchy-Kowlewskaja's problem underLednev's generalized condition.
The following theorem also gives a proof of theorems 1 and 2.Theorem 3. Lednev's generalized condition, Lednev's maximally generalized

condition and Lednev's condition are equivalent.Indeed it holds lemma 1 ([3] , x 1, point 4). If A and B are two square matrices
of the r -th order satisfying the inequality A << B and all characteristic numbers
of matrix B in absolute values less than unity, then all characteristic numbers of
matrix A in absolute value are less than unit.Proof of theorem 3 immediately follows from lemma 1 and also from the factthat number �i of characteristic matrix corresponding only to right variables ofdi�erentiation (in the case of Lednev's generalized condition) or only to eigen leftvariables of di�erentiation (in the case of Lednev's maximally generalized condition)can be chosen arbitrarily small to which small, change of characteristic numberscorresponds.Note that lemma 1 is not considerable because it only makes Lednev's generalizedconditions equivalent.Without lemma 1 Lednev's generalized conditions would remain generalized ones,i.e., more generalized, and the following lemma would be used instead of lemma 1.Lemma 2. If moduli all characteristic numbers of matrix A are less than unit,
then they will remain less than unit also for su�ciently small change of elements of
matrix A.Question on reduction of amount of derivatives z(k)!1:::!n contained in character-istic matrix A �P (�) disturbed Lednev A.N. interest. However, he did not notice thegeneralized condition.Examples of applications of Lednev's theorem represented in this paper [3], exam-ple of estimates of characteristic functions of system of equations show that Lednevdid not suspect on existence of the generalized condition considered here.Remark. All the considered here results subject to [5] (see also [6]) are valid forCauchy type problem, i.e., when initial data are given not on edges but on elementsof main chains of vectors (!i1;:::;!im) or generally speaking, for general Cauchy'sproblem. Particularly, these results generalize theorem 10 of the paper [6]. See alsothe author's results in [8,9].
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